MC1 is a cost-effective, modular Master Control Switcher and Branding solution. The MC1 system scales from stand-alone branding to multi-channel master control installations adapting easily to manual or automated control.

Features/Benefits

- Mix, key, and brand with this powerful AV Mixer.
- Tame Your Audio - Shuffle, mix and downmix.
- Scalable - Up to 5 MC1s in just 2 Rack Units.
- Flexible Control - Integrates with DashBoard, hardware panel, and automation.
AUDIO CONTROL
MC1 features flexible audio shuffling, ensuring all your audio channels are in order, with adjustable gain and downmix.

AUDIO MIXING
An integrated multi-channel audio mixer allows simultaneous mixing of up to 16 audio channels, complete with programmable transition types and rates.

SQUEEZEBACK
Perform smooth on-air SqueezeBack transitions to reveal another video source or graphic with ease.